“Floor-To-Go” hardwood deck tiles are a simple, fast and effective solution to cover permanently or temporary uncomfortable areas with eco-friendly wood mini-deck. Our deck tiles are made with outdoor rated and environmentally safe thermo-treated American hardwood (known as thermowood) protected against decay for 25-years. Thermo-treatment makes wood stable in sizes, so our deck tiles are not shrinking, swelling or warping under changing of weather conditions.

Our wood deck tiles are a 100% Green wood product - we do not use any chemicals to protect the wood fiber - timber becomes naturally protected and looks like mahogany by high-temperature treatment in special chambers. To fasten thermo-treated wood battens together we use ecologically friendly rubber backing strips. Rubber strips on the back have a special shape and are non-slipping on any surface. Our “Floor-To-Go” decking tiles may be placed together to create any shape with no any tools or connectors needed. And it’s easy to remove them when you do not need them any more.

“Floor-To-Go” hardwood decking tiles have a lot of application, such as: bathroom rugs, patio mats, kitchen mats, mini-decks for barbecue areas, floor tiles, cover areas around pool, roof decking, flooring for basements, porch rugs, use them on balconies, renew your old deck, use them as door mats, create pathways in your garden - use “Floor-To-Go” deck tiles as a permanent or temporary solution, outdoors and indoors.

Our flexible floor tiles are made with thermo-treated American hardwoods, which creates strength and durability for any application.

Our tiles are already finished with organic protective oil against UV-degradation (it is recommended to re-finish them with any outdoor oil every 1-2 years).

Thermo-treatment makes wood durable for 25-years with no chemicals (100% "Green" product) – you can step barefoot on the tiles.

Thermo-treated wood is resistant to moisture, mold, mildew, fungi, termites, rot and decay.

Create a temporary or permanent hardwood flooring indoors or outdoors in minutes.

No tools, supports, connectors are needed – easy installation and de-installation in minutes.

Create any shape on covered surface by placing one tile next to another to make a desirable length, width and shape.

Thermo-treated wood has a natural brown mahogany or walnut-like color through out all of its depth - this makes scratches invisible.

“Floor-To-Go” hardwood deck tiles are easy to cut to any specific length.